Damanaka and his colleagues and hosts, dressed in black, with arms and shields
black too,mingied in the inky blackness of the night, and followed Vishanga with
great expectations of capturing Lalita, the Queen herself.
They wore dark armours with pointed spikes agains their chests and dark visors
to hide their faces. Not a war-drum was sounded. Silence reigned supreme in the
darkness.  Not a movement of theirs was discernible or audible. Maneuvering
north of the Shakti-hosts Vishanga and his associates intended to march west of
them and reach behind Lalita unprotected by any armies. They planned to attack
her chariot suddenly and unwares and unseen by the attendant Shaktis. They left
Sunyakapura by the western gate moving stealthily without the slightest noise in
the deep darkness. They passed around Lalita's hosts and armies unseen by any
of them and reached the back of Lalita's chariot. The chariot resembled the mountain
Meru, and was protected by a large number of exceptionally beautiful damsels, It
shone effulgent in the surrounding darkness and scattered bright scintillating rays
all around. On top was an umbrella of pearls and under it a maiden of dazzling
beauty and attractive beyond description. She was brilliant like a thousand rising
suns. She was facing east towards her armies and was surrounded by other equally
beautiful damsels, serving her and keeping her company. Vishanga desired to capture
her himsefl and so he ordered his colleagues to invade the chariot and attack the
damsels therein. Having reached the back of the chariot and remaining unseen,
they let fly sharp arrows and attacked Anima and other Siddhi-Shaktis who were
occupying the ninth or bottom-most tier of the Sri Chakra Chariot. These Siddhi-
devata Shaktis were taken unawares and unprepared for battle and they suffered
grievous injuries for a moment. Soon, however, they armed themselves suitably;
but as the foe was invisible neither could they attack them nor protect themselves
sufficiently well. Gradually many Yoginis occupying the other higher eight tiers also
began to be injured by arrows etc., from the invisible foes. They all brought this
state of affairs to the notice of their Queen Lalita on the topmost tier. Informed of
the cruel trick played by the danavas in starting this adharmic venture at night, of
attacking unarmed and unprotected damsels while their armies and chieftains were
far away, the Yoginis looked upon what was happening in anger and arming
themselves well, let fly all types of weapons in all directions to wound the rakshasas.
While this was going on, Bhandasura sent Kutilaksha with ten Akshouhinis to engage
Lalita's armies in the west so that they may not be able to turn round and go to the
help of their Queen who was herself being attacked.
As rakshasas grow stronder by night, the battle at both ends in front and at the
back grew in magnitude and the damsels were having the worst of it. The danava
chief, not satisfied by injuring the yoginis on the several tiers, now aimed his deadly
weapons against the top-most point of the chariot with the flag, and brought it down
to the earth. Beholding this act of Vishanga, Kameswari and other Nithya Devatas
were moved to great wrath and approachig Lalita Devi, addressed her thus: :"Sri
Devi! The danavas, observing that our Dhandini Devi and Mantrini Devi have taken
our armies far from us towards the east and seeing that we are unprotected on the
western side have come to attack us in the darkness and at our backs. Shame to
them." They have made themselves invisible along with their weapons, and are
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